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Introduction to the ACD Assessment of Value 

The ACD is required to provide an annual statement for the Company attesting that; in the 

opinion of the ACD; “The costs of associated services provided to the Company under the 

appointment or oversight of the ACD and any other fees chargeable to the scheme 

property, represent value for money taking into account the criteria as set out by the 

Regulator under COLL 6.6.20R". 

Value Assessment Criteria 

AFM Costs 

In relation to each charge, the cost of providing the service to which the charge relates, and when 

money is paid directly to associates or external parties, the cost is the amount paid to that person. 

(It should be noted that the fees charged to the Fund by or on behalf of Maitland acting in its 

capacity as the Authorised Fund Manager, are “unbundled” and set out separately in the scheme 

Prospectus. Together these fees make up the “AFM Costs”.  

The ACD has examined each of the component costs that make up the overall AFM Costs of the 

highest fee bearing invested share class and has applied the following criteria as set out by the 

FCA in the Regulations). 

Quality of Service 

The range and quality of services provided to shareholders. 

Performance 

The performance of the scheme, after deduction of all payments out of scheme property as set 

out in the Prospectus 

Performance should be considered over an appropriate timescale, having regard to the scheme’s 

investment objectives, policy, and strategy. 
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Economies of Scale 
Whether the ACD is able to achieve savings and benefits from economies of scale, relating to the 

direct and indirect costs of managing the scheme property and taking into account the value of 

the scheme property and whether it has grown or contracted in size as a result of the sale and 

redemption of units. 

 

Comparable Market Rates 

In relation to each service, the market rate for any comparable service provided: 

by the ACD; or 

to the ACD or on its behalf including by a person to which any aspect of the scheme’s 

management has been delegated. 

Comparable Services 

In relation to each separate charge, the AFM’s charges, and those of its associates for comparable 

services provided to clients, including for institutional mandates of a comparable size, and having 

similar investment objectives and policies. 

Classes of Shares 

Whether it is appropriate for shareholders to hold units in classes subject to higher charges than 

those applying to other classes of the same scheme with substantially similar rights. 
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AFM Costs - Fees & Services Chargeable to the Fund 

Fees and Services of the Authorised Corporate Director 

 

• Apex Fundrock Ltd is the FCA Authorised Corporate Director of the Fund (ACD) responsible for the 

set-up, management, and wind-up of the Fund under the Regulations. 

• The ACD is responsible for ensuring that all aspects of the Fund are appropriately and properly 

managed and for the oversight of any and all third parties delegated by the ACD to provide services 

to the Fund. 

• The services of the ACD are subject to a tightly defined Service Level Agreement and Key 

Performance Indicators which are used to assess the quality and performance of the ACD. 

• The ACD fees are regularly reviewed against comparable market rates for a professional ACD for hire 

providing comparable services taking into account the complexity and risk profile of the Funds. 

• The ACD’s fees are clearly set out in the scheme documentation and are tiered based on the overall 

value of the Funds to reflect economies of scale. All investors in the Fund share equally in these 

economies of scale across all classes of units. 

 

The Assessment of Value in respect of the services rendered to the Fund by the ACD is as follows: 

 

Quality of Service: Good 

Performance (of Duties): Good 

Cost Of Service: Competitive 

Economies of Scale: Good Value – All Investors Benefit Equally 

Comparable Market Rates: Competitive 

Comparable Services: Competitive 

Classes of Units: Competitive 
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AFM Costs - Fees & Services Chargeable to the Fund (continued) 

Fees and Services of the Fund Administrator 

• The Fund Administrator, Apex Fundrock Ltd is responsible for the administration and record-keeping 

of the Fund including, but not limited to, the calculation of the daily Net Asset Valuation; the 

preparation of the Annual Report and Accounts and Interim Financial Statements; the maintenance 

of the Shareholder Register; the administration of Investor Subscription and Redemptions and the 

provision of an on-line and telephone enquiry service for investors and their advisers. 

• The services of the Fund Administrator are subject to a tightly defined Service Level Agreement and 

Key Performance Indicators which are used to assess the quality and performance of the ACD. 

• The Fund Administration fees are regularly reviewed by the ACD against comparable market rates 

for a professional Fund administrator for hire providing comparable services, taking into account the 

complexity and risk profile of the Funds. 

• The Fund Administration fees are clearly set out in the scheme documentation and are tiered based 

on the overall value of the Fund to reflect economies of scale. All investors in the Fund share equally 

in these economies of scale across all classes of units. 

 

The ACD’s Assessment of Value in respect of the Fund Administration services rendered to the Fund is as 

follows: 

 

Quality of Service: Good 

Performance (of Duties): Good 

Cost Of Service: Competitive 

Economies of Scale: Good Value – All Investors Benefit Equally 

Comparable Market Rates: Competitive 

Comparable Services: Competitive 

Classes of Units: Competitive 
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AFM Costs - Fees & Services Chargeable to the Fund (continued) 

Fees and Services of the Depositary and Custodian 

• The Depositary, Northern Trust Investor Services Limited, is responsible for the safekeeping of the 

assets of the Fund, for the monitoring of cash flows, and for the appointment and oversight of the 

Custodian who is responsible for the safekeeping of the assets of the Fund in physical or electronic 

form in the markets in which the Fund invests. The Custodian is also responsible on behalf of the 

Fund for the collection of income and dividends, the processing of corporate actions and the reclaim 

of tax under any applicable double taxation treaties. 

• The services of the Depositary and Custodian are subject to a tightly defined Service Level Agreement 

and Key Performance Indicators which are used by the ACD to assess the quality and performance 

of the Depositary and Custodian. 

• The Depositary and Custody fees are regularly reviewed by the ACD against comparable market 

rates for a professional Depositary for hire providing comparable services, taking into account the 

complexity and risk profile of the Funds. 

• The Depositary and Custody fees are clearly set out in the scheme documentation and are tiered 

based on the overall value of the Fund to reflect economies of scale. All investors in the Fund share 

equally in these economies of scale across all classes of units. 

 

The ACD’s Assessment of Value in respect of the services rendered to the Fund by the Depositary and 

Custodian is as follows: 

 

Quality of Service: Good 

Performance (of Duties): Good 

Cost Of Service: Competitive 

Economies of Scale: Good Value – All Investors Benefit Equally 

Comparable Market Rates: Competitive 

Comparable Services: Competitive 

Classes of Units: Competitive 
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AFM Costs - Fees & Services Chargeable to the Fund (continued) 

Fees and Services of the Auditor 

• The Fund Auditor Grant Thornton UK LLP, is appointed by the ACD.  

• The appointment of the Auditor is reviewed annually. 

• The Auditor fees are reviewed annually by the ACD against comparable market rates for a 

professional Fund Auditor for hire providing comparable services, taking into account the complexity 

and risk profile of the Funds. 

• The Auditor fees are clearly set out in the scheme documentation and are provided to the Fund as 

part of an overall contract to provide Auditor services to this Fund and other schemes under the 

management of the ACD, enabling Fund investors to take advantage from the overall economies of 

scale so afforded, irrespective of share class. 

 

The ACD’s Assessment of Value in respect of Auditor services rendered to the Fund is as follows: 

 

Quality of Service: Good 

Performance (of Duties): Good 

Cost Of Service: Competitive 

Economies of Scale: Good Value – All Investors Benefit Equally 

Comparable Market Rates: Competitive 

Comparable Services: Competitive 

Classes of Units: Competitive 
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Fees and Services of the Investment Manager 

• The Investment Management function is delegated by the ACD to Charles Stanley & Co. Ltd, an FCA 

authorised professional investment management firm.  

• The Investment Manager is responsible for the management and investment of the assets within the 

Fund in accordance with the Investment Objective and Policy as set out in the scheme 

documentation. 

• The Investment Manager provides an active investment management service consistent with the 

Investment Policy and Objectives set out within the scheme documentation. 

• The ACD reviews the services of the Investment Manager, including detailed due diligence of their 

policies, processes, procedures, and controls on an on-going basis. 

• The fees of the Investment Manager represent the largest cost to the Company, are clearly set out 

within the scheme documentation and are consistent with the market rates for other professional 

investment managers for hire providing comparable services for similar Fund types. 

• The investment management fees vary by share class reflecting the size of the minimum investment 

into that share class, with the objective of providing economies of scale for larger investors. It is the 

opinion of the ACD that smaller investors benefit significantly from the economies of scale that 

accrue to the Fund based on the scale of investment provided by institutional investors and that 

Fund costs are proportionately reduced for all investors due to the high value of institutional 

investment in the Fund and that lower fee-paying share classes for larger investors are appropriate 

and fully justified. 

 

In relation to the general services provided by the Investment Manager the ACD has made the following 

assessment: 

 

Quality of Service: Good 

Performance (of Duties): Good 

Cost Of Service: Competitive 

Economies of Scale: Good Value – All Investors Benefit Equally 

Comparable Market Rates: Competitive 

Comparable Services: Competitive 

Classes of Units: Competitive 
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Fund Performance 

Overview of the criteria used to assess Value regarding Fund 

Performance 

 

• One of the key challenges for the ACD in making an overall assessment of value 

which considers performance is the fact that the quantum of performance, 

positive or negative, is likely to significantly outweigh the percentage costs of the 

services provided to the Funds described in this Value Assessment. 

• To provide an objective measure of performance and value the ACD has adopted 

the following methodology. The performance of the Fund has been assessed 

based on the Fund’s position within its elected Investment Association Fund sector 

over 1, 3 and 5 years if applicable. 

• Funds that are in the top 50th percentile of their chosen sector would typically be 

rated as “Good” value; Funds in the 50th-75th quartile as “Fair” value, and Funds 

that are in the lower quartile as “Poor” value. However, the ACD will also take into 

account whether or not the Fund has met its stated investment objectives, such as 

performance against CPI or other comparator irrespective of its sector ranking. 

• Funds that have met their stated Investment Objectives, where the objective is 

empirical and measurable will be assessed as being “Good Value” regardless of 

sector ranking. 

• Fund performance is assessed after the deduction of all charges and is based on 

the highest charging invested share class. 

• The ACD has included information relating to the Investment Objective and Policy 

of the Fund, the Fund’s past performance and the Fund’s risk profile, for the 

highest charging invested share class. 
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MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Adventurous Fund  

Sub-Fund Overall Value Assessment score 31st March 2023 
 

The ACD has produced an overall assessment of value for the sub-fund taking into account the value 

provided across all the services that underpin the management and operation of the sub-fund, using the 

criteria set out in the Regulations and described in this document. The performance of the sub-fund is a 

significant factor in the derivation of this assessment. However, while the assessment of value is not solely 

driven by performance, funds that are consistently poor performers over time when compared against funds 

with a similar investment outlook, are likely to be graded as “poor value”. 

 

Good 

 

Sub-Fund Performance 31st March 2023 
The MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Adventurous Fund has a stated objective of achieving a return of +4% over 

the UK CPI over 5 years. Over the last year the Fund failed to meet this target by a considerable margin. The 

twelve months to end March 2023 has seen both equity and bond markets globally fall sharply as a result of 

much higher-than-expected inflation. UK CPI inflation of over 10% requires the Fund to produce a very high 

absolute return this year and for the next financial year. The decline in markets over the last year and the 

higher required return has meant that the three- and five-year CPI+ objective has not been met.  When the 

Fund is compared to other comparable funds (IA Flexible Investment) it has underperformed over the last 

year, this is due to an overweight position in the US and a bias towards growth companies. Over three years 

and five years the Fund is broadly in line with other funds in the IA Flexible Investment sector.  

1 Year Fair 

3 Years Fair 

5 Years Fair 

Investors should recognise that the Fund is actively managed and is SRRI risk rated 5 and that short-term market volatility can 

affect the performance over all time periods positively or negatively. Every fund will have periods of weak performance, and this 

should also be considered when investing in any fund. 

 

The Investment Manager has made the following commentary in respect of the performance 

of the Fund: 
 

General Market Commentary  
Despite a strong start of 2023, stock markets returns were mixed over the last twelve months as concerns about inflation and the financial 

health of some banks on both sides of the Atlantic spread. However, the latter is a unique situation – and the wider banking sector remains 

well capitalised and regulators and central banks are ensuring the system remains liquid.  

 

The most significant of these centered on Swiss bank Credit Suisse, but regional US banks such as Silicon Valley Bank found themselves 

insolvent. Sharply rising interest rates in the US have hit the value of government bonds and for some banks have caused mismatch issues 

between their lending book and asset book. Some of this problem has abated with recent bond market moves, easing some of the stress for 

other banks.  

 

Perhaps the most significant result of the banking shock is that the Federal Reserve (‘FED’) may not raise interest rates as much as previously 

expected, although inflation remains a significant problem. Nevertheless, the situation means that the FTSE 100 has moved down from its 

new record high hit in February. Soaring inflation last year has resulted in aggressive interest-rate rises in the US and UK, as well as more 
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moderate rises by the European Central Bank (‘ECB’). Futures markets had been pricing in a “Fed pivot” – where the US central bank reverses 

its tightening policy and starts to cut interest rates – before the end of 2023. FED officials have been telling markets that this is unlikely, as it will 

take more time to bring inflation under control.  

 

Inflation hit four-decade highs in several economies last year resulting in a cost-of-living crisis that still threatens to tip the world into recession. 

Consumers are reducing their spending to cope with soaring bills, especially in energy. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the sanctions in 

response to Vladimir Putin’s brutal war caused energy prices to spike, although prices have since fallen sharply from peaks seen last year.  

 

Central banks, particularly the FED, maintained ultra-loose monetary policies for an extended period of time in their response to the COVID-19 

pandemic. When restrictions on movement ended, bottlenecks and uneven openings worldwide caused a shortage of goods and 

components, as well as workers. This supply-chain crisis propelled inflation to a level that is many times central banks’ target rates. The Bank of 

England (‘BoE’), however, is likely to be almost at the end of its interest-rate hiking cycle.  

 

The uncertain near-term economic outlook has amplified market volatility, as recession fears weigh on expectations for company earnings in 

2023. Although recession fears have started to ease recently, growth is likely to be pedestrian. The UK avoided a recession at the end of last 

year, with growth figures revised slightly higher.  

 

The US dollar was strong for the majority of last year compared with a basket of other major currencies – but has now started to fall. A strong 

dollar is tough for American multinationals, as it hits foreign earnings when translated back into the US currency for reporting purposes. This 

trend reversed in the final quarter of 2022 after central banks in Europe and Japan applied a more aggressive monetary policy, signalling that 

they intend to close the gap with higher US yields, which drove their currencies higher.  

 

Outlook 

 The peak in inflation appears to have been passed in most major economies. Although labour markets in the US and UK remain robust, 

conditions will ease, and central banks will not have to deal with a wage-price spiral. We expect economic growth to slow, and some 

economies will experience shallow recessions, but not a ‘hard landing’. This should support equity markets that are already pricing in a 

modest recession.  

 

Although the priority of growth will increase, central bank’s tough action against inflation will continue, with the FED maintaining tight policy for 

the whole of 2023. Global headline inflation continues to ease with core inflation easing slower, but both remain structurally higher in the 

medium term. The market is pricing in a ‘Fed pivot’ to a more dovish stance in late 2023, but this is overly optimistic. However, the stuttering 

growth backdrop will force the BoE and the ECB to pause before reaching base rates that the Fed has achieved. Energy and food prices will 

stabilise at higher levels, but the risks remain to the upside. As fixed income markets already derated during 2022, we believe that such 

backdrop is supportive for credit.  

 

Green-transition targets will be reviewed to include energy-security considerations as Western nations continue to eliminate Russian energy 

supplies from their imports. Geopolitical risks such as tensions over technology transfer between Washington and Beijing will continue to 

create trade frictions. 

 

 In 2023, central banks need to ensure that the brakes they are putting on economic growth are strong enough to impact prices, but not so 

intense that they cause the desired slowdown in economic activity to overshoot. Recent data suggests authorities are on track to achieve their 

aims, with any slowdown being gentle, but the uncertainty is likely to limit market returns until economic data clearly improves.  

 

During the twelve months that ended on the 31st March 2023, the Sub-fund reported a total return of -7.0% compared to 14.9% for the CPI + 

4% long term performance target. (Source: Financial Express Analytics as at 31st March 2023, A Accumulation shares, total return, sterling, bid-

to-bid, net income reinvested, net of ongoing charges and fees).  

 

During the period we rebalanced the portfolio three times.  

 

The first changes took place during the second quarter of 2022 and can broadly be summarised as:  

• Introducing more sector and stock balance within the US Equity allocation 

• Trimming the speculative end of our growth exposure while retaining conviction in quality growth  

• Adding more infrastructure equity exposure in the higher risk models  

• Reducing the European equity exposure as geopolitical tension and recession risk loom  

• Bolstering our short duration credit positions on a short-term basis  

• Selling our Emerging Market Debt (‘EMD’) holding  

 

The second changes took at the end of the third quarter of 2022, changes can broadly be summarised as:  

• Diversifying our Japanese Equity positions  

• Taking advantage of opportunities in high yield credit markets These changes did not look to put more risk back on the table, but 

rather took advantage of the opportunities being presented across the asset class spectrum due to the volatility we experienced. 
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MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Adventurous Fund  

Fund Information
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MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Adventurous Fund  
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MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Cautious Fund 

Sub-Fund Overall Value Assessment score 31st March 2023 

 
The ACD has produced an overall assessment of value for the sub-fund taking into account the value 

provided across all the services that underpin the management and operation of the sub-fund, using the 

criteria set out in the Regulations and described in this document. The performance of the sub-fund is a 

significant factor in the derivation of this assessment. However, while the assessment of value is not solely 

driven by performance, funds that are consistently poor performers over time when compared against funds 

with a similar investment outlook, are likely to be graded as “poor value”. 

 

Good 

 

Sub-Fund Performance 31st March 2023 
The MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Cautious Fund has a stated objective of achieving a return of +1% over the 

UK CPI over 5 years. Over the last year the Fund failed to meet this target by a considerable margin. The 

twelve months to end March 2023 has seen both equity and bond markets globally fall sharply as a result of 

much higher-than-expected inflation. UK CPI inflation of over 10% requires the Fund to produce a very high 

absolute return this year and for the next financial year. The decline in markets over the last year and the 

higher required return has meant that the three- and five-year CPI+ objective has not been met.   

When the Fund is compared to other comparable funds there are two sectors where the Fund could sit (IA 

Mixed Investment 20-60% shares and IA Mixed Investment 0-35% shares). Because the Fund has a higher 

exposure to equities than the average fund in the 0-35% shares sector it will be expected to beat this in 

periods of equity market strength and underperform when equities do perform poorly. This has been the 

case with the Fund outperforming the 0-35% shares sector over three and five years but not over one. The 

reverse is the case when a comparison against the 20-60% shares sector is made. When a comparison to the 

20-60% sector is made the Fund has performed in line over one year (because of its lower weighting in 

equities) but underperformed over three and five years. The extreme volatility of bond and equity markets 

means that this comparison relative to two IA sectors is appropriate, particularly because the Fund does not 

specifically benchmark itself to an IA sector. 

1 Year Fair 

3 Years Fair 

5 Years Fair 

Investors should recognise that the Fund is actively managed and is SRRI risk rated 4 and that short-term market volatility can 

affect the performance over all time periods positively or negatively. Every fund will have periods of weak performance, and this 

should also be considered when investing in any fund. 
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The Investment Manager has made the following commentary in respect of the performance 

of the Fund: 
 

General Market Commentary  
Despite a strong start of 2023, stock markets returns were mixed over the last twelve months as concerns about inflation and the 

financial health of some banks on both sides of the Atlantic spread. However, the latter is a unique situation – and the wider 

banking sector remains well capitalised and regulators and central banks are ensuring the system remains liquid.  

 

The most significant of these centered on Swiss bank Credit Suisse, but regional US banks such as Silicon Valley Bank found 

themselves insolvent. Sharply rising interest rates in the US have hit the value of government bonds and for some banks have 

caused mismatch issues between their lending book and asset book. Some of this problem has abated with recent bond market 

moves, easing some of the stress for other banks.  

 

Perhaps the most significant result of the banking shock is that the Federal Reserve (‘FED’) may not raise interest rates as much as 

previously expected, although inflation remains a significant problem. Nevertheless, the situation means that the FTSE 100 has 

moved down from its new record high hit in February.  

 

Soaring inflation last year has resulted in aggressive interest-rate rises in the US and UK, as well as more moderate rises by the 

European Central Bank (‘ECB’). Futures markets had been pricing in a “Fed pivot” – where the US central bank reverses its tightening 

policy and starts to cut interest rates – before the end of 2023. FED officials have been telling markets that this is unlikely, as it will 

take more time to bring inflation under control. 

 

 Inflation hit four-decade highs in several economies last year resulting in a cost-of-living crisis that still threatens to tip the world 

into recession. Consumers are reducing their spending to cope with soaring bills, especially in energy. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 

and the sanctions in response to Vladimir Putin’s brutal war caused energy prices to spike, although prices have since fallen sharply 

from peaks seen last year.  

 

Central banks, particularly the FED, maintained ultra-loose monetary policies for an extended period of time in their response to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. When restrictions on movement ended, bottlenecks and uneven openings worldwide caused a shortage of 

goods and components, as well as workers. This supply-chain crisis propelled inflation to a level that is many times central banks’ 

target rates. The BoE, however, is likely to be almost at the end of its interest-rate hiking cycle.  

 

The uncertain near-term economic outlook has amplified market volatility, as recession fears weigh on expectations for company 

earnings in 2023. Although recession fears have started to ease recently, growth is likely to be pedestrian. The UK avoided a 

recession at the end of last year, with growth figures revised slightly higher.  

 

The US dollar was strong for the majority of last year compared with a basket of other major currencies – but has now started to 

fall. A strong dollar is tough for American multinationals, as it hits foreign earnings when translated back into the US currency for 

reporting purposes. This trend reversed in the final quarter of 2022 after central banks in Europe and Japan applied a more 

aggressive monetary policy, signalling that they intend to close the gap with higher US yields, which drove their currencies higher.  

 

Outlook  

The peak in inflation appears to have been passed in most major economies. Although labour markets in the US and UK remain 

robust, conditions will ease, and central banks will not have to deal with a wage-price spiral. We expect economic growth to slow, 

and some economies will experience shallow recessions, but not a ‘hard landing’. This should support equity markets that are 

already pricing in a modest recession.  

 

Although the priority of growth will increase, central bank’s tough action against inflation will continue, with the FED maintaining 

tight policy for the whole of 2023. Global headline inflation continues to ease with core inflation easing slower, but both remain 

structurally higher in the medium term. The market is pricing in a ‘Fed pivot’ to a more dovish stance in late 2023, but this is overly 

optimistic. However, the stuttering growth backdrop will force the BoE and the ECB to pause before reaching base rates that the 

Fed has achieved. Energy and food prices will stabilise at higher levels, but the risks remain to the upside. As fixed income markets 

already derated during 2022, we believe that such backdrop is supportive for credit.  

 

Green-transition targets will be reviewed to include energy-security considerations as Western nations continue to eliminate 

Russian energy supplies from their imports. Geopolitical risks such as tensions over technology transfer between Washington and 

Beijing will continue to create trade frictions.  

 

In 2023, central banks need to ensure that the brakes they are putting on economic growth are strong enough to impact prices, but 

not so intense that they cause the desired slowdown in economic activity to overshoot. Recent data suggests authorities are on 

track to achieve their aims, with any slowdown being gentle, but the uncertainty is likely to limit market returns until economic data 

clearly improves. 
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 During the twelve months that ended on the 31st March 2023, the Sub-fund reported a total return of -4.8% compared to 11.6% 

for the CPI + 1% long term performance target. (Source: Financial Express Analytics as at 31 March 2023, A Accumulation shares, 

total return, sterling, bid-to-bid, net income reinvested, net of ongoing charges and fees).  

 

During the period we rebalanced the portfolio three times.  

The first changes took place during the second quarter of 2022 and can broadly be summarised as: 

• Introducing more sector and stock balance within the US Equity allocation  

• Trimming the speculative end of our growth exposure while retaining conviction in quality growth  

• Reducing the European equity exposure as geopolitical tension and recession risk loom  

• Bolstering our short duration credit positions on a short-term basis  

• Selling our Emerging Market Debt (‘EMD’) holding  

The second changes took at the end of the third quarter of 2022, changes can broadly be summarised as: 

• Diversifying our Japanese Equity positions  

• Taking advantage of opportunities in high yield credit markets  

• Cautiously looking to reduce our underweight duration position  

 

These changes did not look to put more risk back on the table, but rather took advantage of the opportunities being presented 

across the asset class spectrum due to the volatility we experienced.  

 

Every January we run through the process of deriving our Strategic Asset Allocation. We carry out all our asset allocation work in 

house since we believe that it will be the biggest driver of the returns that we generate. The aim of this process is to generate 

portfolios that we believe would generate the best risk-adjusted returns over the coming 5yr+ period. Clearly since we sat down last 

year, a lot has changed in the world, most notably in fixed income markets. We want to make sure that our review process is 

responsive enough, but also not too reactionary or short-term in its construction that the boundary between Strategic (5yr+) and 

Dynamic (3-18m) Asset Allocation becomes blurred.  

 

We use both quantitative and qualitative inputs into this process to ensure that there is rigour behind the analysis while also 

leveraging the experience of the team to apply the necessary adjustments. We are conscious of the dramatic regime change seen 

through 2022 and want to ensure we capture the right elements of this when building our long-term assumptions. Some of the key 

changes identified this year were: 

• An increased preference for Sovereign Bond exposure  

• Continued preference for US equity exposure and incrementally European Equities  

• Reduced exposure to the Emerging Market / Asia Pacific regions  

• More balance between the relative value of Property vs Infrastructure within our Alternatives allocation  

 

Considering these, the third changes to the Sub-fund were characterised as follows:  

• Realigning the government bonds allocation with our target rate  

• Re-introducing inflation linked bonds  

• Continuing to build the High Yield Bond exposure  

 

On a macro standpoint, we remain constructive on global equities with a medium-term view and expect inflationary pressure to 

continue to ease going through the second half of the year though inflation should remain structurally higher. Our base case 

expects that Central banks will keep their tight policy for the whole of 2023 while avoiding a policy mistake. Growth should slow and 

some economies experience a shallow recession. As always, we remain longer-term investors rather than traders and aim to look 

through the noise that is often present in markets.  

 

The end of the period saw some volatility as two US regional banks defaulted, and a forced merger took place between UBS and 

Credit Suisse. While much of the attention has focused on the risks posed to deposits, the US regional banks were also a key 

provider of credit facilities used by funds investing in private assets. As such, these events exacerbated concerned around liquidity 

supply coupled to higher interest rates increasing debt costs and reducing Net Asset Value leading to concerns around the leverage 

within such private assets fund structures. We believe that our holdings have leverage levels that are not a threat to their business 

models. 

 

 Consequently, the Alternative allocation had the worst return with -10.2% total return whilst Equities returned -5.6% and Fixed 

Income +3.1%. Within our Alternatives allocation, we continue to like our Property and Infrastructure assets as they provide an 

efficient inflation hedge and the “green revolution theme” has been put on the top of world leaders’ agenda.  

 

At the sub-asset class level, the largest contributors were Government, Inflation and High Yield bonds with respective total return of 

+6.8%, +5.7% and +8.8%. The largest detractors were North America equities, the Property fund and Investment Grade bonds with 

respective total return of -11.2%, -17.7% and -3.4%. 
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MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Growth Fund  

Sub-Fund Overall Value Assessment score 31st March 2023 

 
The ACD has produced an overall assessment of value for the sub-fund taking into account the value 

provided across all the services that underpin the management and operation of the sub-fund, using the 

criteria set out in the Regulations and described in this document. The performance of the sub-fund is a 

significant factor in the derivation of this assessment. However, while the assessment of value is not solely 

driven by performance, funds that are consistently poor performers over time when compared against funds 

with a similar investment outlook, are likely to be graded as “poor value”. 

 

Good 

 

Sub-Fund Performance 31st March 2023 
The MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Growth Fund has a stated objective of achieving a return of +3% over the 

UK CPI over 5 years. Over the last year the Fund failed to meet this target by a considerable margin. The 

twelve months to end March 2023 has seen both equity and bond markets globally fall sharply as a result of 

much higher-than-expected inflation. UK CPI inflation of over 10% requires the Fund to produce a very high 

absolute return this year and for the next financial year. The decline in markets over the last year and the 

higher required return has meant that the three- and five-year CPI+ objective has not been met.  When the 

Fund is compared to other comparable funds (IA Mixed Investment 40-85% shares) it has underperformed 

over the last year, this is due to an overweight position in the US and a bias towards growth companies. Over 

three years and five years the Fund has also underperformed but the margin of underperformance is small. 

1 Year Fair 

3 Years Fair 

5 Years Fair 

Investors should recognise that the Fund is actively managed and is SRRI risk rated 5 and that short-term market volatility can 

affect the performance over all time periods positively or negatively. Every fund will have periods of weak performance, and this 

should also be considered when investing in any fund. 

 

The Investment Manager has made the following commentary in respect of the performance 

of the Fund: 

 
General Market Commentary  
Despite a strong start of 2023, stock markets returns were mixed over the last twelve months as concerns about inflation and the 

financial health of some banks on both sides of the Atlantic spread. However, the latter is a unique situation – and the wider 

banking sector remains well capitalised and regulators and central banks are ensuring the system remains liquid.  

 

The most significant of these centered on Swiss bank Credit Suisse, but regional US banks such as Silicon Valley Bank found 

themselves insolvent. Sharply rising interest rates in the US have hit the value of government bonds and for some banks have 

caused mismatch issues between their lending book and asset book. Some of this problem has abated with recent bond market 

moves, easing some of the stress for other banks.  
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Perhaps the most significant result of the banking shock is that the Federal Reserve (‘FED’) may not raise interest rates as much as 

previously expected, although inflation remains a significant problem. Nevertheless, the situation means that the FTSE 100 has 

moved down from its new record high hit in February.  

 

Soaring inflation last year has resulted in aggressive interest-rate rises in the US and UK, as well as more moderate rises by the 

European Central Bank (‘ECB’). Futures markets had been pricing in a “Fed pivot” – where the US central bank reverses its tightening 

policy and starts to cut interest rates – before the end of 2023. FED officials have been telling markets that this is unlikely, as it will 

take more time to bring inflation under control. 

 

 Inflation hit four-decade highs in several economies last year resulting in a cost-of-living crisis that still threatens to tip the world 

into recession. Consumers are reducing their spending to cope with soaring bills, especially in energy. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 

and the sanctions in response to Vladimir Putin’s brutal war caused energy prices to spike, although prices have since fallen sharply 

from peaks seen last year.  

 

Central banks, particularly the FED, maintained ultra-loose monetary policies for an extended period of time in their response to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. When restrictions on movement ended, bottlenecks and uneven openings worldwide caused a shortage of 

goods and components, as well as workers. This supply-chain crisis propelled inflation to a level that is many times central banks’ 

target rates. The Bank of England (‘BoE’), however, is likely to be almost at the end of its interest-rate hiking cycle.  

 

The uncertain near-term economic outlook has amplified market volatility, as recession fears weigh on expectations for company 

earnings in 2023. Although recession fears have started to ease recently, growth is likely to be pedestrian. The UK avoided a 

recession at the end of last year, with growth figures revised slightly higher.  

 

The US dollar was strong for the majority of last year compared with a basket of other major currencies – but has now started to 

fall. A strong dollar is tough for American multinationals, as it hits foreign earnings when translated back into the US currency for 

reporting purposes. This trend reversed in the final quarter of 2022 after central banks in Europe and Japan applied a more 

aggressive monetary policy, signalling that they intend to close the gap with higher US yields, which drove their currencies higher.  

 

Outlook  

The peak in inflation appears to have been passed in most major economies. Although labour markets in the US and UK remain 

robust, conditions will ease, and central banks will not have to deal with a wage-price spiral. We expect economic growth to slow, 

and some economies will experience shallow recessions, but not a ‘hard landing’. This should support equity markets that are 

already pricing in a modest recession.  

 

Although the priority of growth will increase, central bank’s tough action against inflation will continue, with the FED maintaining 

tight policy for the whole of 2023. Global headline inflation continues to ease with core inflation easing slower, but both remain 

structurally higher in the medium term. The market is pricing in a ‘Fed pivot’ to a more dovish stance in late 2023, but this is overly 

optimistic. However, the stuttering growth backdrop will force the BoE and the ECB to pause before reaching base rates that the 

FED has achieved. Energy and food prices will stabilise at higher levels, but the risks remain to the upside. As fixed income markets 

already derated during 2022, we believe that such backdrop is supportive for credit.  

 

Green-transition targets will be reviewed to include energy-security considerations as Western nations continue to eliminate 

Russian energy supplies from their imports. Geopolitical risks such as tensions over technology transfer between Washington and 

Beijing will continue to create trade frictions. 

 

 In 2023, central banks need to ensure that the brakes they are putting on economic growth are strong enough to impact prices, but 

not so intense that they cause the desired slowdown in economic activity to overshoot. Recent data suggests authorities are on 

track to achieve their aims, with any slowdown being gentle, but the uncertainty is likely to limit market returns until economic data 

clearly improves.  

 

During the twelve months that ended on the 31 March 2023, the Sub-fund reported a total return of -7.5% compared to 13.8% for 

the CPI + 3% long term performance target. (Source: Financial Express Analytics as at 31 March 2023, A Accumulation shares, total 

return, sterling, bid-to-bid, net income reinvested, net of ongoing charges and fees). 

 

 During the period we rebalanced the portfolio three times. 

 

 The first changes took place during the second quarter of 2022 and can broadly be summarised as:  

• Introducing more sector and stock balance within the US Equity allocation 

• Trimming the speculative end of our growth exposure while retaining conviction in quality growth 

• Adding more infrastructure equity exposure in the higher risk models  

• Reducing the European equity exposure as geopolitical tension and recession risk loom  

• Bolstering our short duration credit positions on a short-term basis  

• Selling our Emerging Market Debt (‘EMD’) holding  
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The second changes took at the end of the third quarter of 2022, changes can broadly be summarised as: • Diversifying our 

Japanese Equity positions  

• Taking advantage of opportunities in high yield credit markets  

• Cautiously looking to reduce our underweight duration position  

 

These changes did not look to put more risk back on the table, but rather took advantage of the opportunities being presented 

across the asset class spectrum due to the volatility we experienced.  

 

Every January we run through the process of deriving our Strategic Asset Allocation. We carry out all our asset allocation work in 

house since we believe that it will be the biggest driver of the returns that we generate. The aim of this process is to generate 

portfolios that we believe would generate the best risk-adjusted returns over the coming 5yr+ period. Clearly since we sat down last 

year, a lot has changed in the world, most notably in fixed income markets. We want to make sure that our review process is 

responsive enough, but also not too reactionary or short-term in its construction that the boundary between Strategic (5yr+) and 

Dynamic (3-18m) Asset Allocation becomes blurred. 

 

We use both quantitative and qualitative inputs into this process to ensure that there is rigour behind the analysis while also 

leveraging the experience of the team to apply the necessary adjustments. We are conscious of the dramatic regime change seen 

through 2022 and want to ensure we capture the right elements of this when building our long-term assumptions. Some of the key 

changes identified this year were:  

•  An increased preference for Sovereign Bond exposure  

• Continued preference for US equity exposure and incrementally European Equities  

• Reduced exposure to the Emerging Market / Asia Pacific regions  

• More balance between the relative value of Property vs Infrastructure within our Alternatives allocation Considering 

these, the third changes to the Sub-fund were characterised as follows:  

• Re-introducing Inflation-Linked Bonds  

• Continuing to build the High Yield Bond exposure  

 

On a macro standpoint, we remain constructive on global equities with a medium-term view and expect inflationary pressure to 

continue to ease going through the second half of the year though inflation should remain structurally higher. Our base case 

expects that Central banks will keep their tight policy for the whole of 2023 while avoiding a policy mistake. Growth should slow and 

some economies experience a shallow recession. As always, we remain longer-term investors rather than traders and aim to look 

through the noise that is often present in markets.  

 

The end of the period saw some volatility as two US regional banks defaulted, and a forced merger took place between UBS and 

Credit Suisse. While much of the attention has focused on the risks posed to deposits, the US regional banks were also a key 

provider of credit facilities used by funds investing in private assets. As such, these events exacerbated concerned around liquidity 

supply coupled to higher interest rates increasing debt costs and reducing Net Asset Value leading to concerns around the leverage 

within such private assets fund structures. We believe that our holdings have leverage levels that are not a threat to their business 

models.  

 

Consequently, the Alternative allocation had the worst return with -10.5% total return whilst Equities returned -5.5% and Fixed 

Income -0.6%. Within our Alternatives allocation, we continue to like our Property and Infrastructure assets as they provide an 

efficient inflation hedge and the “green revolution theme” has been put on the top of world leaders’ agenda.  

 

At the sub-asset class level, the largest contributors were High Yield and Inflation-Linked Bonds as well as Asia Pacific ex Japan 

equities with respective total return of +8.8%, +5.6% and +2.8%. The largest detractors were North America and Global 

Equity/Thematics equities and the Property fund with respective total returns of -9.3%, -4.3% and -17.7%. 
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MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Moderate Fund  

Sub-Fund Overall Value Assessment score 31st March 2023 

 
The ACD has produced an overall assessment of value for the sub-fund taking into account the value 

provided across all the services that underpin the management and operation of the sub-fund, using the 

criteria set out in the Regulations and described in this document. The performance of the sub-fund is a 

significant factor in the derivation of this assessment. However, while the assessment of value is not solely 

driven by performance, funds that are consistently poor performers over time when compared against funds 

with a similar investment outlook, are likely to be graded as “poor value”. 

 

Good 

 

Sub-Fund Performance 31st March 2023 
The MI Charles Stanley Multi Asset Moderate Fund has a stated objective of achieving a return of +2% over 

the UK CPI over 5 years. Over the last year the Fund failed to meet this target by a considerable margin. The 

twelve months to end March 2023 has seen both equity and bond markets globally fall sharply as a result of 

much higher-than-expected inflation. UK CPI inflation of over 10% requires the Fund to produce a very high 

absolute return this year and for the next financial year. The decline in markets over the last year and the 

higher required return has also meant that the three- and five-year CPI+ objective has not been met.   

When the Fund is compared to other comparable funds there are two sectors where the Fund could sit (IA 

Mixed Investment 20-60% shares and IA Mixed Investment 40-85% shares). Because the Fund has a lower 

exposure to equities than the average fund in the 40-85% shares sector it would be expected to 

underperform during periods of equity market strength and perform relatively better when equities perform 

poorly. This has been the case with the Fund underperforming the 40-85% shares sector over three and five 

years. The reverse is the case when a comparison against the 20-60% shares sector is made. When a 

comparison to the 20-60% sector is made the Fund has slightly underperformed over one year and three 

years but outperformed over five years. The extreme volatility of bond and equity markets means that this 

comparison relative to two IA sectors is appropriate, particularly because the Fund does not specifically 

benchmark itself to an IA sector. 

1 Year Fair 

3 Years Fair 

5 Years Fair 

Investors should recognise that the Fund is actively managed and is SRRI risk rated 4 and that short-term market volatility can 

affect the performance over all time periods positively or negatively. Every fund will have periods of weak performance, and this 

should also be considered when investing in any fund. 
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The Investment Manager has made the following commentary in respect of the performance 

of the Fund: 

 
General Market Commentary  
Despite a strong start of 2023, stock markets returns were mixed over the last twelve months as concerns about inflation and the 

financial health of some banks on both sides of the Atlantic spread. However, the latter is a unique situation – and the wider 

banking sector remains well capitalised and regulators and central banks are ensuring the system remains liquid.  

 

The most significant of these centered on Swiss bank Credit Suisse, but regional US banks such as Silicon Valley Bank found 

themselves insolvent. Sharply rising interest rates in the US have hit the value of government bonds and for some banks have 

caused mismatch issues between their lending book and asset book. Some of this problem has abated with recent bond market 

moves, easing some of the stress for other banks.  

 

Perhaps the most significant result of the banking shock is that the Federal Reserve (‘FED’) may not raise interest rates as much as 

previously expected, although inflation remains a significant problem. Nevertheless, the situation means that the FTSE 100 has 

moved down from its new record high hit in February.  

 

Soaring inflation last year has resulted in aggressive interest-rate rises in the US and UK, as well as more moderate rises by the 

European Central Bank (‘ECB’). Futures markets had been pricing in a “Fed pivot” – where the US central bank reverses its tightening 

policy and starts to cut interest rates – before the end of 2023. FED officials have been telling markets that this is unlikely, as it will 

take more time to bring inflation under control. 

 

 Inflation hit four-decade highs in several economies last year resulting in a cost-of-living crisis that still threatens to tip the world 

into recession. Consumers are reducing their spending to cope with soaring bills, especially in energy. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 

and the sanctions in response to Vladimir Putin’s brutal war caused energy prices to spike, although prices have since fallen sharply 

from peaks seen last year.  

 

Central banks, particularly the FED, maintained ultra-loose monetary policies for an extended period of time in their response to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. When restrictions on movement ended, bottlenecks and uneven openings worldwide caused a shortage of 

goods and components, as well as workers. This supply-chain crisis propelled inflation to a level that is many times central banks’ 

target rates. The Bank of England (‘BoE’), however, is likely to be almost at the end of its interest-rate hiking cycle.  

 

The uncertain near-term economic outlook has amplified market volatility, as recession fears weigh on expectations for company 

earnings in 2023. Although recession fears have started to ease recently, growth is likely to be pedestrian. The UK avoided a 

recession at the end of last year, with growth figures revised slightly higher.  

 

The US dollar was strong for the majority of last year compared with a basket of other major currencies – but has now started to 

fall. A strong dollar is tough for American multinationals, as it hits foreign earnings when translated back into the US currency for 

reporting purposes. This trend reversed in the final quarter of 2022 after central banks in Europe and Japan applied a more 

aggressive monetary policy, signalling that they intend to close the gap with higher US yields, which drove their currencies higher.  

 

Outlook  

The peak in inflation appears to have been passed in most major economies. Although labour markets in the US and UK remain 

robust, conditions will ease, and central banks will not have to deal with a wage-price spiral. We expect economic growth to slow, 

and some economies will experience shallow recessions, but not a ‘hard landing’. This should support equity markets that are 

already pricing in a modest recession.  

 

Although the priority of growth will increase, central bank’s tough action against inflation will continue, with the FED maintaining 

tight policy for the whole of 2023. Global headline inflation continues to ease with core inflation easing slower, but both remain 

structurally higher in the medium term. The market is pricing in a ‘Fed pivot’ to a more dovish stance in late 2023, but this is overly 

optimistic. However, the stuttering growth backdrop will force the BoE and the ECB to pause before reaching base rates that the 

Fed has achieved. Energy and food prices will stabilise at higher levels, but the risks remain to the upside. As fixed income markets 

already derated during 2022, we believe that such backdrop is supportive for credit.  

 

Green-transition targets will be reviewed to include energy-security considerations as Western nations continue to eliminate 

Russian energy supplies from their imports. Geopolitical risks such as tensions over technology transfer between Washington and 

Beijing will continue to create trade frictions.  

 

In 2023, central banks need to ensure that the brakes they are putting on economic growth are strong enough to impact prices, but 

not so intense that they cause the desired slowdown in economic activity to overshoot. Recent data suggests authorities are on 

track to achieve their aims, with any slowdown being gentle, but the uncertainty is likely to limit market returns until economic data 

clearly improves. 
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 During the twelve months that ended on 31 March 2023, the Sub-fund reported a total return of -6.2% compared to 12.7% for the 

CPI + 2% long term performance target. (Source: Financial Express Analytics as at 31 March 2023, A Accumulation shares, total 

return, sterling, bid-to-bid, net income reinvested, net of ongoing charges and fees).  

 

During the period we rebalanced the portfolio three times. The first changes took place during the second quarter of 2022 and can 

broadly be summarised as: 

• Introducing more sector and stock balance within the US Equity allocation  

• Trimming the speculative end of our growth exposure while retaining conviction in quality growth  

• Reducing the European equity exposure as geopolitical tension and recession risk loom 

• Bolstering our short duration credit positions on a short-term basis  

• Selling our Emerging Market Debt (‘EMD’) holding  

 

The second changes took at the end of the third quarter of 2022, changes can broadly be summarised as:  

• Diversifying our Japanese Equity positions  

• Taking advantage of opportunities in high yield credit markets 

• Cautiously looking to reduce our underweight duration position  

 

These changes did not look to put more risk back on the table, but rather took advantage of the opportunities being presented 

across the asset class spectrum due to the volatility we experienced 

 

Every January we run through the process of deriving our Strategic Asset Allocation. We carry out all our asset allocation work in 

house since we believe that it will be the biggest driver of the returns that we generate. The aim of this process is to generate 

portfolios that we believe would generate the best risk-adjusted returns over the coming 5yr+ period. Clearly since we sat down last 

year, a lot has changed in the world, most notably in fixed income markets. We want to make sure that our review process is 

responsive enough, but also not too reactionary or short-term in its construction that the boundary between Strategic (5yr+) and 

Dynamic (3-18m) Asset Allocation becomes blurred.  

 

We use both quantitative and qualitative inputs into this process to ensure that there is rigour behind the analysis while also 

leveraging the experience of the team to apply the necessary adjustments. We are conscious of the dramatic regime change seen 

through 2022 and want to ensure we capture the right elements of this when building our long-term assumptions. Some of the key 

changes identified this year were: • An increased preference for Sovereign Bond exposure  

• Continued preference for US equity exposure and incrementally European Equities  

• Reduced exposure to the Emerging Market/Asia Pacific regions 

 • More balance between the relative value of Property vs Infrastructure within our Alternatives allocation Considering these, the 

third changes to the Sub-fund were characterised as follows:  

• Re-introducing inflation linked bonds  

• Continuing to build the High Yield Bond exposure  

 

On a macro standpoint, we remain constructive on global equities with a medium-term view and expect inflationary pressure to 

continue to ease going through the second half of the year though inflation should remain structurally higher. Our base case 

expects that Central banks will keep their tight policy for the whole of 2023 while avoiding a policy mistake. Growth should slow and 

some economies experience a shallow recession. As always, we remain longer-term investors rather than traders and aim to look 

through the noise that is often present in markets.  

 

The end of the period saw some volatility as two US regional banks defaulted, and a forced merger took place between UBS and 

Credit Suisse. While much of the attention has focused on the risks posed to deposits, the US regional banks were also a key 

provider of credit facilities used by funds investing in private assets. As such, these events exacerbated concerned around liquidity 

supply coupled to higher interest rates increasing debt costs and reducing Net Asset Value leading to concerns around the leverage 

within such private assets fund structures. We believe that our holdings have leverage levels that are not a threat to their business 

models.  

 

Consequently, the Alternative allocation had the worst return with -10.5% total return whilst Equities returned -5.5% and Fixed 

Income +2.3%. Within our Alternatives allocation, we continue to like our Property and Infrastructure assets as they provide an 

efficient inflation hedge and the “green revolution theme” has been put on the top of world leaders’ agenda. 

 

 At the sub-asset class level, the largest contributors were Government, Inflation and High Yield bonds with respective total return of 

+6.9%, +5.8% and +8.8%. The largest detractors were North America and Global Equity/Thematics equities and the Property fund 

with respective total return of -9.9%, -4.0% and -17.7%. 
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